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Important factors determining the nanoscale tracking precision
of dynamic microtubule ends
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Summary

Tracking dynamic microtubule ends in fluorescence mi-
croscopy movies provides insight into the statistical properties
of microtubule dynamics and is vital for further analysis that
requires knowledge of the trajectories of the microtubule ends.
Here we analyse the performance of a previously developed au-
tomated microtubule end tracking routine; this has been opti-
mized for comparatively low signal-to-noise image sequences
that are characteristic of microscopy movies of dynamic micro-
tubules growing in vitro. Sequences of simulated microtubule
images were generated assuming a variety of different exper-
imental conditions. The simulated movies were then tracked
and the tracking errors were characterized. We found that
the growth characteristics of the microtubules within realistic
ranges had a negligible effect on the tracking precision. The
fluorophore labelling density, the pixel size of the images, and
the exposure times were found to be important parameters
limiting the tracking precision which could be explained us-
ing concepts of single molecule localization microscopy. The
signal-to-noise ratio was found to be a good single predictor of
the tracking precision: typical experimental signal-to-noise ra-
tios lead to tracking precisions in the range of tens of nanome-
tres, making the tracking program described here a useful tool
for dynamic microtubule end tracking with close to molecular
precision.

Introduction

Microtubules are dynamic intracellular filaments that are es-
sential for a large variety of key processes in eukaryotic cells,
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such as cell division and differentiation. Associated proteins
regulate microtubule dynamics or mediate microtubule inter-
actions with other intracellular assemblies (Howard & Hyman,
2009; Duellberg et al., 2013). Fluorescence microscopy is often
used to visualize microtubules and their associated proteins,
either in living cells or in biochemical in vitro experiments. To
better understand the molecular mechanisms giving rise to
the dynamic properties of microtubules and underlying their
regulation, it is important to be able to quantitatively measure
the polymerization and depolymerization kinetics of individ-
ual microtubules with high precision, requiring automation
(Danuser et al., 2000).

An individual microtubule consists of tubulin-heterodimers
of about 8 nm length that arrange in 13 protofilaments to
form a tube with an outer diameter of 25 nm (Fig. 1A)
(Mandelkow et al., 1986); microtubules vary in length typ-
ically up to many micrometres. For fluorescence microscopy
imaging, often around 10% of tubulins are labelled (on average
1 fluorophore � every 6 nm along the microtubule axis). Dur-
ing imaging, the spatial distribution of the fluorophores is
convolved with the microscope point spread function (PSF),
with a full width half maximum (FWHM) of the order of
�300 nm for conventional fluorescence microscopy. Addi-
tionally, for camera-based imaging the captured image is pix-
elated due to the detector elements whose size corresponds to
around 100 nm in sample space.

Despite these limitations, methods have been developed
that allow tracking of microtubule ends with sub-pixel
precision. For time-lapse movies of living cells, automatic
tracking routines have been developed that track fluores-
cently labelled end binding proteins of the EB family which
naturally accumulate at growing microtubule end regions
and typically offer better contrast than labelled microtubules,
thereby facilitating end recognition (Matov et al., 2010).
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Fig. 1. Experimental dynamic microtubule assay. (A) Schematic of a dy-
namic microtubule attached to a glass cover slip, showing a fluorescently
labelled end binding protein, such as EB1-GFP, accumulating at the grow-
ing microtubule end. (B) Left – Example image from a TIRF microscopy
movie showing EB1-GFP (green) binding to a Cy5 labelled microtubule
(red). Right – time series of successive frames of the movie showing growth
and shrinkage of a microtubule end.

Such methods are powerful for gaining a global overview of
microtubule dynamics in living cells.

For several applications, however, it is necessary to track
the microtubule ends themselves, especially when the micro-
tubule end position needs to be known precisely during the
entire microtubule life history. In this case EBs cannot be used
as markers, as they only accumulate at growing ends, but
not at pausing or shrinking microtubule ends (Fig. 1B). Fur-
thermore, when the distribution of end binding proteins with
respect to the microtubule end position is studied, informa-
tion about both the microtubule end position and the binding
protein needs to be collected independently. Such analysis
has demonstrated that at the nanometre scale, differences ex-
ist between the localizations of different end binding proteins
(Maurer et al., 2014). Finally, information about the shape of
the ends of growing microtubules, i.e. the length distribution
of the 13 individual protofilaments of a microtubule, can be of
interest. Such information is typically obtained from electron
microscopy images (Chretien et al., 1995), but in principle
could be also extracted from fluorescence microscopy images
(Gardner et al., 2011; Coombes et al., 2013; Maurer et al.,
2014). Information about this protofilament length distribu-
tion, often called ‘end taper’ or ‘sheet structure’, could give
further insight into the mechanism of growth and the mecha-
nism underlying the transition to shrinkage.

Direct tracking of microtubule ends (in contrast to tracking
end binding proteins) has been achieved previously in several
ways (Demchouk et al., 2011; Ruhnow et al., 2011; Maurer
et al., 2014; Prahl et al., 2014). One of the most prominent
solutions relied on first determining the microtubule orienta-

tion in the image and then fitting a one-dimensional model to
the one-dimensional intensity profiles along the microtubule
axis (Demchouk et al., 2011; Prahl et al., 2014). This model
considers PSF convolution and potential end structure effects,
but does not consider the entire two-dimensional informa-
tion of a microtubule in the image when performing the fit. A
subsequent method was developed where a two-dimensional
model was directly fitted to the image data [FIESTA (Ruh-
now et al., 2011)], overcoming previous limitations. This
method was developed for experimental data with a compara-
tively high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR): these were experiments
where stabilized (static) microtubules were observed as they
were transported over motor-covered surfaces (gliding assays)
or that were slowly depolymerized by depolymerases. In such
experiments only negligible amounts of labelled free tubulin
are in solution.

However, when dynamically growing and shrinking mi-
crotubules are imaged, high concentrations of free tubulin are
typically present that considerably increase the background
fluorescence (as both microtubule-incorporated and nonin-
corporated tubulins are labelled at the same ratio). This leads
to low SNRs, in which regime standard threshold-based algo-
rithms do not succeed at segmenting microtubules with high
fidelity, even with considerable human input. Furthermore,
growth of dynamic microtubules can be considerably more
irregular than transport in gliding assays and transitions from
growth to rapid shrinkage (and the reverse) need to be followed
accurately.

Recently, we described an extension of the method of two-
dimensional model fitting with the aim to overcome these
limitations encountered when tracking dynamic microtubule
ends in movies with lower SNRs (Maurer et al., 2014). Sev-
eral new elements were introduced to improve the tracking
efficiency under these conditions, such as additional image
filtering and microtubule growth/shrinkage predictions to in-
put more reliable initial values into the two-dimensional model
fits of the raw data. This improved procedure for microtubule
dynamics analysis (called MDA here) allows the automated
generation of unbroken, long tracks of the end position of dy-
namically growing microtubules at low SNR with sub-pixel
precision. We had previously used the tracking programme
for one specific experimental condition and characterized the
precision of the procedure, using a bootstrapping approach
(Maurer et al., 2014).

Here, we describe the features of the tracking programme
that was designed to improve performance at lower SNR
in much greater detail and quantitatively characterize the
tracking performance for a wide range of image qualities, us-
ing simulated image data. We simulate changes in certain
key imaging parameters and describe the resulting effects
on the tracking precision; this enables us to suggest ways
to optimize the data acquisition process for better analyti-
cal results. The tracking precision determines the ultimate
quality of subsequent image analysis steps that rely on the
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found microtubule end positions, for example averaging pro-
files aligned with respect to the microtubule end position. We
find that the precision of microtubule end localization is de-
termined by the same principles that also determine point
localizations. Furthermore, the tracking precision achieved
can be estimated largely based on just considering the SNR:
we find that for most combinations of realistic experimental
parameters that give SNRs of 2 or higher, we can achieve
microtubule end tracking with a precision in the range of tens
of nanometres.

Materials and methods

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

The SNR is an important parameter in this study. Since there is
no universally accepted definition for the SNR of a microtubule
in an image, we define it here using two 1 μm × 0.4 μm boxes,
one placed along the backbone of the microtubule near its end,
and one shifted 1μm away from the microtubule to identify the
background statistics (the width of the box is approximately
the same as the apparent microtubule width in the image).
The SNR is thence defined as

(IMT − IBK) /

√
σ 2

MT + σ 2
BK,

where IMT and σ MT are the mean and standard deviation of
the pixel intensities in the box centred on the microtubule, and
IBK and σ BK are the mean and standard deviation of the pixel
intensities in the background box.

Experimental data

The tracking software is optimized for total internal reflec-
tion fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy movies of fluorescently la-
belled microtubules growing in vitro from surface-immobilized
stabilized microtubule seeds (Maurer et al., 2014) (Fig. 1A).
The density of the more brightly labelled seeds is adjusted
such that microtubules only infrequently cross each other. Al-
though any fluorophore can be used to label tubulin, often flu-
orophores emitting at long wavelengths are used in order to al-
low for simultaneous imaging of microtubule-binding proteins
tagged with, for example green fluorescent protein (GFP). Typ-
ical labelling ratios are in the range of 0.1–0.2 fluorophores per
tubulin subunit and typical velocities for microtubule growth
and shrinkage in vitro are in the range of 10–150 nm/s and
0.3–1 μm/s, respectively. Images are acquired every 0.2–3 s
using an EMCCD camera with an effective pixel size of 120 nm
for a 100× objective lens, and an exposure time of 100–300
ms. The sigma value of the typical optical PSF for fluorophores
emitting around 670 nm was found to be � 135 nm (FWHM
� 315 nm), measured using 100 nm fluorescent beads (Mau-
rer et al., 2014). An example for a typical image and a time
sequence of a growing Cy5-labelled microtubule in the pres-
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Fig. 2. Simulation of a microtubule image. (A) Schematic representation
of the 3D structure of a microtubule illustrating the random labelling of
subunits (top) and the projection onto a 2D plane such that the position can
be mapped into an image (bottom). (B) An experimental TIRF microscopy
(top) and a simulated (bottom) image of a microtubule. (Note: the bright
part of the experimental microtubule is the more brightly labelled ‘seed’.)

ence of the GFP-labelled end binding protein EB1 is shown in
Figure 1B (conditions as in Maurer et al., 2014). Due to the
presence of micromolar concentrations of unpolymerized flu-
orescent tubulin, the mean SNR is quite moderate in the range
of 2–3.

Simulated data

The simulation of time-lapse fluorescence microscopy data
of dynamic microtubules was performed in MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) using a modified ‘model-
convolution’ approach (Demchouk et al., 2011).

(1) For each image frame, the total number of subunits
added to or lost from a 13 protofilament microtubule in the
time since the previous frame was determined. For this num-
ber a normal distribution was assumed with mean defined by
the average growth speed and variance defined by the fluctu-
ations in growth speed (Oosawa, 1970; Gardner et al., 2011).
To simulate a tapered microtubule end structure a linear dis-
tribution of protofilament lengths was maintained as subunits
were added. (2) New subunits were randomly attributed a
labelled or unlabelled state with a probability equal to the
labelling ratio. (3) The [x, y] coordinates of the labelled sub-
units were then determined for each frame (using the 3 start
B lattice model with radius 25 nm and α-β tubulin subunit
length 8 nm (Mandelkow et al., 1986) (Fig. 2A). To account
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for thermal bending fluctuations, the position perpendicular
to the microtubule axis was then modified in each frame using
a 1st order, uniformly loaded, cantilever beam model (Gittes
et al., 1993) with the seed considered clamped and a nor-
mally distributed random tip deflection. The axial subunit po-
sitions were not modified since deflections are small relative
to the microtubule length; we calculated the maximum axial
position error contribution as a result of this assumption to
be in the order of 0.1nm. The entire coordinate set was ro-
tated and translated to position the microtubule in the desired
location within the image frame.

The final steps of the simulation render the image sequence
by model-convolution using pixel centre, point sampling of
a 2D Gaussian with sigma of 135 nm, as an approximation
to the microscope PSF. (4) An image representing the mean,
expected photon count detected in each pixel was constructed
by calculating the sum of the contributions of all 2D Gaussians
centred on each lattice bound labelled subunit position added
to a uniform background photon count contributed by free
labelled tubulin. This provides an instantaneous snapshot of
a single state of the microtubule. (5) To account for the effects
of microtubule growth during a finite exposure time, the peak
intensity of the Gaussian contribution from subunits added
or removed during the exposure time was adjusted assuming
that the time spent in the lattice was linearly distributed. This
provided the noiseless images for the purpose of infinite SNR
simulations (data in Fig. 6). (6) To simulate noise the number
of photon arrivals at each pixel was sampled from a Poisson
distribution with the variance equal to the mean photon count
previously calculated. This value was multiplied by the cam-
era gain and added to the empirically determined constant
offset representing the EMCCD read noise to produce the final
simulated images (Fig. 2B) (data in Fig. 7) (Hirsch et al., 2013).
In our experimental setup, variation in the read noise of the
EMCCD camera was insignificant in comparison to the Poisson
noise associated with the stochastic photon arrival statistics.

Tracking

The goal of microtubule end tracking is to identify the end
position of growing or shrinking microtubules within each
image frame of a movie with highest possible accuracy and re-
liability (Fig. 3A). To address the challenges originating from
relatively high background, i.e. relatively low SNR, as well
as large frame-to-frame end displacements due to low frame
rates, typical for in vitro experiments with dynamically grow-
ing and shrinking microtubules, we have modified the pipeline
of a previously published tracking software FIESTA (Ruhnow
et al., 2011). The principal aim of the improved procedure that
we call here MDA was to ensure that noise which generates
apparent gaps within the microtubules does not result in false
end detections and that, despite the considerable noise, reli-
able initial values are provided to the two-dimensional fitting

routine in every frame which is critical for maintaining the
track. To achieve this we use the following workflow:

I. Rough microtubule identification

Microtubules to be tracked are first roughly identified in one
image of a movie by the user who mouse-clicks along the mi-
crotubule contour (Fig. 3A, t = 0). All subsequent steps are
automated (see GUI in Fig. S1) and are highly configurable
(see Table S1). The first operation of the programme in ev-
ery image frame is to identify all pixels that belong to each
user-marked microtubule (Fig. 3B). To this end, every frame is
filtered with a Wiener filter to reduce noise, and subsequently
with a Wallis filter (Wallis, 1976) to remove changes in inten-
sity and contrast that vary slowly across the field of view (Fig.
3B, second image). This corrects for spatial variations of the
excitation intensity in different parts of the image and for tem-
poral variations of the emission intensity, for example due to
bleaching, and ensures that the signal values are comparable
over space and time.

To identify the pixels belonging to a specific microtubule, the
program performs the following steps for each movie frame.

(1) The image is smoothed using a configurable averag-
ing filter. The backbone of the microtubule is found in
the current smoothed image by identifying the brightest
pixels in the vicinity of the backbone points of the micro-
tubule as they were identified (or user-provided) in the
previous image frame (Fig. 3B, third image, red crosses),
allowing only perpendicular positional variations with
respect to the previous axis along the densely interpo-
lated backbone points; this enables tracking of micro-
tubules whose backbone moves in the image sequence
either due to image drift or thermal motion (wiggling)
(Fig. 3E).

(2) A one-dimensional intensity profile along the axial direc-
tion of the microtubule is created that includes extrap-
olated points outside the microtubule in the direction of
the backbone (Fig. 3B, fourth image).

(3) As the position of the microtubule end can be more diffi-
cult to identify in some image frames than in others due
to noise, the programme uses information from previ-
ous as well as subsequent image frames to avoid losing
track of the microtubule end in the current frame: a sim-
ple dynamic model is used to keep track of whether the
microtubule in a specific frame is polymerizing or depoly-
merizing, allowing for transitions between two frames.
The dynamic state of the microtubule is changed from
‘polymerization’ to ‘depolymerization’ (and vice versa)
only if the microtubule end cannot be detected in the
vicinity of its expected position for several consecutive
frames. This avoids losing tracks due to short-term imag-
ing artefacts. As both states are typically stable over a
short time period, once a transition occurs, the algorithm

C© 2015 The Authors. Journal of Microscopy published by John Wiley & Sons. Ltd on behalf of Royal Microscopical Society., 261, 67–78
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Fig. 3. Microtubule end tracking. (A) Time sequence of TIRF microscopy images of an experimental dynamic microtubule tracked over a long period;
the number of fitted red points varies to follow changes in total microtubule length. (B) Illustration of the steps performed to identify pixels belonging
to a microtubule in the current frame (see main text). (C) Schematic showing how a new end point is initially determined in the current frame, using
extrapolated points based on the current backbone positions. A proposed growth function is used to weight the 1D intensity profile, based on experimental
parameters and the current state of the predictive dynamic model. (D) A 2D least squares fit (right) to the original, unfiltered experimental data (left) is
used to determine the microtubule end. The same fitting procedure, with a configurable parametric model, is carried out for each fitted point. (E) Example
maximum intensity projection of a wiggling microtubule during a growth period; the coloured points show the end position found from the 2D fitting at
each time point. This illustrates that a ‘wiggling’ microtubule end can be tracked reliably.

does not allow rapid conversion back into the previous
state.

(4) Pixel intensities are measured in the current and ex-
trapolated backbone coordinates (Fig. 3B, red and cyan
crosses), producing a one-dimensional intensity profile
in the current frame (Fig. 3C, red and cyan crosses). An
approximately Gaussian ‘proposed growth’ function is
generated (Fig. 3C, green curve); this is based on the
previous frames’ tracks, the state of the dynamic model,
and the experimental parameters, most importantly the
growth speed and variability. The width of the proposed
growth function is set such that transient phases of
depolymerization are allowed, even when the micro-
tubule is in the ‘polymerization’ state. The raw intensity
data is then weighted by the growth function (Fig. 3C,
grey line) and the position of the maximum is defined as
a new proposed end point for subsequent fitting (Fig. 3C,
black dashed line).

(5) The accepted pixels that belong to the microtubule along
the backbone including the pixel containing the new pre-
dicted end position in the current frame (Fig. 3B, fifth im-
age) are now represented in a binary image (Fig. 3B, sixth
image). Morphological operations (dilation and closure)
are used to create a connected and thicker binary image,
corresponding to the full extent of the microtubule in the
image. This binary image of the microtubule is passed
on as an initial positional estimate for the subsequent
two-dimensional fitting procedure.

II Sub-pixel precision two-dimensional fit to the original
image data

Two-dimensional fitting is carried out on the original, non-
filtered image data, as implemented in the FIESTA software
package (Ruhnow et al., 2011) (Fig. 3D). This method utilizes
a standard gradient descent approach to fit a parametric model

C© 2015 The Authors. Journal of Microscopy published by John Wiley & Sons. Ltd on behalf of Royal Microscopical Society., 261, 67–78
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Fig. 4. Localization errors from tracking simulated and experimental static microtubule ends. (A) Schematic of a simulated microtubule end showing
tubulin dimers (blue squares) labelled with fluorophores (yellow circles). The simulated end position is defined as the mean of the coordinates of the final
subunit on each of the 13 protofilaments, independent of labelling state (red cross). The difference between this position and that found from tracking
the final movie (an arbitrary example position is shown as a green cross) define the axial and lateral localization errors. (B) Representative histogram
of the axial errors found from tracking simulated microtubules. The offset and precision are defined as the mean and standard deviation of the errors,
respectively. (C) A TIRF microscopy image of an experimental static GMPCPP-stabilized microtubule (top) and a corresponding image of a simulated
static microtubule (bottom). (D) As B, with the results of tracking 12 real microtubule seeds over 201 frames, and 15 simulated seeds, generated with
similar imaging parameters to the real seeds, over 50 frames.

to the image data. The main parameters are the continuous
position, the width of the instantaneous PSF (to allow for po-
tential changes in microtubule end structure that might affect
the effective axial PSF), the background intensity level, as well
as the direction and the brightness of the microtubule.

Here, unless otherwise indicated, we use a Gaussian wall-
end model for the two-dimensional fit to the microtubule im-
age that assumes a blunt microtubule tip. The ‘measured’
microtubule end position corresponds to the half maximum
of the Gaussian intensity along the microtubule axis. Below,
we will compare this measured end position to the a priori
end position of simulated microtubule movies, directly provid-
ing the tracking error. The tracking software also allows the
use of more complex fitting models with more parameters, for
example allowing explicit consideration of end taper effects
along the microtubule axis by defining an additional variance
parameter, which allows elongation of the Gaussian fit axi-
ally. However, we will show that such models tend to generate
larger tracking errors for equivalent SNRs.

The final output of the tracking procedure is the measured
nanometre precision end position for the microtubule end in
each tracked frame, along with values and estimated errors
for all other fitted model parameters. The reliability of the fit is

also calculated, which can be used to decide whether the track
should be included in further analysis.

Results – analysis

In order to quantitatively characterize the accuracy and pre-
cision of the MDA tracking algorithm under a range of ex-
perimental conditions, in vitro dynamic microtubule data was
simulated and tracked as described in the previous section.
We define the end position of the simulated microtubule as
the mean of the coordinates of the final subunit on each of the
13 protofilaments, independent of labelling state at the end of
the frame (Suppl. Note) (Fig. 4A). This provides the ‘ground
truth’ against which the measured end position, determined
by tracking, can be compared. For illustrative purposes we
project the [x, y] localization error onto the axis of the micro-
tubule, giving an axial and lateral error parallel and perpen-
dicular, respectively, to the microtubule backbone (Fig. 4A).
After tracking the simulated end over many frames, the distri-
bution of the localization error has two principal descriptive
components: the mean, which defines the accuracy, referred
to here as the offset from the true end to be more explicit, and
the standard deviation, which defines the precision (Fig. 4B).

C© 2015 The Authors. Journal of Microscopy published by John Wiley & Sons. Ltd on behalf of Royal Microscopical Society., 261, 67–78
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Firstly, to validate the quality of the simulated data, we
compared tracking results of simulated data to those of ex-
perimental data for the simplest case of stabilized seeds. This
allowed the estimation of the errors of the tracking algorithm
by performing an experimental control in the absence of free
tubulin, and consequently in the absence of polymerization
dynamics. We recorded a TIRF microscopy movie of surface-
immobilized GMPCPP-stabilized microtubules in the absence
of free tubulin, generating images with a high SNR of > 3
(Maurer et al., 2014) (Fig. 4C, top). A similar static micro-
tubule was simulated with the same labelling ratio, intensity,
and SNR (Fig. 4C, bottom). The distribution of the axial errors
of the tracked microtubule end positions (Fig. 4D) defined a
precision of 41 nm and 42 nm in the experimental and sim-
ulated cases respectively, indicating we can produce realistic
estimates of the precision using simulated data. This validates
the simulation, and using it we investigated the performance
of the tracking algorithm for a variety of conditions, including
those characterized by a low SNR.

Next, we examined the reliability of microtubule end detec-
tion in simulated movies over a range of varying SNR, com-
paring our method (MDA) with FIESTA (Ruhnow et al., 2011)
which served as the starting point for our development (Mau-
rer et al., 2014). Both methods performed similarly well at
SNR > 2: essentially all microtubules in all frames were suc-
cessfully identified with very similar tracking error (Fig. 5A).
However at SNR < 2 the percentage of image frames with suc-
cessfully tracked microtubule ends decreased strongly with
decreasing SNR, whereas MDA still allowed successful end
tracking at a SNR as low as 1.2 (Fig. 5A). The tracking er-
ror of the successfully tracked ends was also reduced at very
low SNR when using MDA. This is an important feature for
producing continuous tracks of dynamic microtubules where
the mean SNR over the course of a movie is typically in the
range of 2–3 but variations in individual frames can result in a
SNR as low as 1.2. Reliable tracking was also observed during
irregular growth episodes that contained brief depolymeriza-
tion phases (Fig. 5B top), during which the tracking error
and the goodness of the fit remained essentially unchanged
(Fig. 5B bottom). Therefore, MDA is well suited for the specific
image conditions typical for fluorescence microscopy movies
of dynamic microtubules.

Next, using simulated movies, we examined in detail the
consequences a variety of parameters have on the tracking
precision of MDA, over a range of conditions typically en-
countered in experiments. Our analysis was performed for an
effective PSF of 135 nm, as previously determined experimen-
tally for objects labelled with far-red emitting fluorophores
and imaged on a standard TIRF microscope (Maurer et al.,
2014). Two subsets of simulation parameters were considered,
which could contribute to the localization error. First, param-
eters intrinsic to the microtubule: the microtubule growth
velocity vg; an effective axial diffusion of the microtubule tip
position around its mean trajectory due to variance in the

(A)

(B)

Fig. 5. Comparison of MDA and FIESTA. (A) Comparison of tacking ef-
ficiency (frames tracked) and tracking errors (root mean square error in
position) at a range of experimental SNRs. Parameters were optimized
separately for both programs and manual thresholding was performed
when using FIESTA to improve tracking efficiency. 100% of frames were
tracked using MDA with at least as high precision as FIESTA at all SNRs.
(B) Top: Example traces for simulated and measured length as obtained
from tracking a simulated microtubule with highly diffusive growth using
MDA. SNR = 3.81, Vg = 10 nm s−1, Dp = 300 nm2 s−1. Bottom: Errors
in length measurement and goodness of fit (coefficient of determination)
of the microtubule growth episode above.

growth velocity, characterized by an effective diffusion coef-
ficient Dp; lateral deflection of the tip position due to ther-
mal fluctuations, with standard deviation of deflection σ LD;
and the taper length, TL, resulting from protofilament length
differences.

To study the effect of varying these parameters across a re-
alistic range of values, data was first simulated with no noise
and 100% labelling of tubulin dimers (Table S2). Simulated
microtubules with mean growth velocities in the tested range
from 0 to 100 nm/s were tracked very reliably. A scatter plot
of axial versus lateral errors (Fig. 6A) and a more condensed
presentation of the means (offsets) and standard deviations
(precision) (Fig. 6B) shows that, independent of the growth ve-
locity, the error distributions showed negligible offset and ex-
cellent precision with only � 2 nm deviations for the axial and
�0.3 nm deviations for the lateral error. The better precision
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Fig. 6. Localization errors from tracking simulated growing microtubule ends with different growth characteristics. (A) Scatter plot of individual
localization errors of tracking simulated microtubules growing with different velocities, vg. (B) Average axial and lateral offset for each data set in (A).
Error bars are associated precision values. (C) Average axial and lateral offset for simulated microtubules growing at 50 nm/s, with different end diffusion
(Dp), lateral displacement (σ LD), and taper length (TL). Error bars are associated precision values. Right: A summary of the results showing the largest
error for each parameter range. For these simulations, the labelling ratio was kept at 1.0, the pixel size was 120 nm, and the exposure was instantaneous.
A summary of all results is given in Table S2.

for lateral versus axial microtubule end position determination
is due to the stronger constraints for the fit perpendicular to
the microtubule axis. Similar results were obtained when the
effects of varied growth fluctuations, lateral wiggling, and ta-
per lengths were examined (Fig. 6C). Parameters determining
the movement of the tip, both axially and laterally, produced
sub-nanometre tracking offsets. The taper length was seen to
affect tracking precision but not tracking offset. The maximum
observed axial offset in no noise conditions was � 4 nm for
the largest tested taper length of 480 nm (Fig. 6C). Hence,
in the absence of noise, tracking errors were negligible and
minimally affected by variations in the microtubule growth
characteristics, considering that microtubules are 25 nm wide
and that single tubulin subunits are 8 nm long.

We then investigated the effect of intrinsic microtubule
growth parameters at three realistic SNR values: We found
that also under these lower SNR conditions, there were no
large variations in tracking offset with respect to changes of
the growth velocity (vg), the effective diffusion constant (Dp),

or the taper length (TL) (Fig. S2 A–C, Table S3). A deterioration
in the axial tracking precision was only seen with increasing
taper length (Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.37, two
tailed p = 0.034). However, this change was much smaller
than the observed changes due to changes in the SNR which
had a dominating influence (Fig. S2 D).

We subsequently investigated the performance of a fit with
a free parameter describing the axial standard deviation of a
tapered microtubule tip,σ end compared to a Gaussian wall-end
model (Fig. S3 A, B, Table S4) confirming that the precision
deteriorates slightly at longer taper lengths (Demchouk et al.,
2011) but that the tracking offset is minimally affected. We
also find that this additional free fitting parameter results in
a less precise end position determination as expected due to
the additional degree of freedom. For a one-dimensional end
model, σ end has recently been described as the Pythagorean
sum of the PSF sigma and the standard deviation of the protofil-

ament lengths,σend =
√

σ 2
P SF + σ 2

P F (Demchouk et al., 2011).
We confirm that this relation holds for the two-dimensional
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end model (Fig. S3 C, D, Table S5). The notable increase in vari-
ability of σ end for SNR <= 2 (Fig. S3 D) however indicates that
at low SNR taper length measurements on individual frames
were not reliable.

We subsequently investigated a subset of experimentally
variable parameters that directly influences the SNR (Fig. 7,
Table S6); this is known to be the principal determinant of
precision in single molecule localization microscopy (Thomp-
son et al., 2002; Shroff et al., 2008). Fluorescent microtubules
are typically grown from mixtures of labelled and unlabelled
tubulin so that � every tenth tubulin in the microtubule is
labelled (�0.1 labelling ratio). Therefore, higher labelling ra-
tios do not only increase the density of fluorophores on the
microtubule, but also the background signal (tubulin in solu-
tion). Nevertheless the SNR will increase with higher labelling
ratios, but this can also change the growth characteristics of
the microtubules introducing artefacts in dynamic behaviour.
For these reasons, we examined the effect of the labelling ratio
on tracking performance using simulated microtubule movies.
A scatter plot shows that lowering the labelling ratio clearly
reduces the precision of tracking (Fig. 7A). We find, however,
for a wide range of labelling ratios of 0.075 fluorophores per
tubulin and greater, that the axial offset in the tracked end
position is consistent and less than 10 nm (Fig. 7B). Despite
the adverse effects on the signal variance as the labelling ra-
tio is reduced, the axial precision initially deteriorates only
very gradually (Fig. 7B), which can be rationalized by the
concomitant decreasing contribution to the background. At
a labelling ratio of 0.125 the axial precision is still 50 nm.
The tracking performance only deteriorates precipitously at
labelling ratios below 0.075, producing unacceptably large
tracking offsets and low precision, because the density of the
labels is too low for the tracking algorithm to reliably de-
tect the feature defining the end position (Shroff et al., 2008).
This information will be very useful for the experimental
design.

In experimental data the SNR changes when the expo-
sure time, the pixel size (e.g. by varying the magnification)
or the illumination intensity are varied. Tracking simulated
microtubules, with labelling ratio of 0.2 and imaged with
exposure times varying from 100 - 400 ms, shows a trend of de-
creasing tracking performance with decreasing exposure time
(Figs. 7C,D, see also the Suppl. Note). This trend was also
previously observed for mean square displacement analysis
(Michalet, 2010). Concurrent variation of the pixel size from
75 nm to 140 nm has negligible effects for longer exposure
times. However, the shortest tested exposure time of 100 ms
requires pixel sizes of at least 120 nm. Nevertheless, for all pixel
sizes the axial localization offset can be limited to below 15 nm
(Fig. 7C) and the axial precision can be better than 40 nm
(Fig. 7D) by choosing an appropriately long exposure time
within the tested range. It is useful to note that at larger pixel
sizes tracking performance would suffer due to undersampling,
as demonstrated previously (Prahl et al., 2014).

Interestingly, we find that the dependencies of the precision
on exposure time and pixel size can be well explained by models
used for predicting precision in single molecule localization
(Fig. 6D). We have used Equation 17 from Thompson et al.
(2002) to perform a global fit of the data for each pixel size; the
detected photon number is assumed to be directly proportional
to the exposure time, and an additional EMCCD multiplicative
noise factor of 1.4 has been included. This shows that, for
nearly all choices of pixel size and exposure time, the tracking
precision is limited by the fundamental imaging parameters
rather than the microtubule dynamics or the software itself.

The parameters that affect the SNR were identified in our
study as having the greatest influence on tracking perfor-
mance; hence, we tested whether the SNR alone is sufficient to
predict tracking performance. We found that the determined
localization offsets (Fig. 7E) and the precision values (Fig. 7F)
generated by varying either the labelling ratio, the pixel size,
the exposure time or the signal intensity indeed fall onto a sin-
gle curve when expressed as a function of the resulting SNR
of the simulated images. We conclude (Figs. 7E,F) that a local-
ization offset of less than 16 nm and a precision of better than
60 nm can be consistently achieved above an SNR of 2.0 and
this can be improved to a performance of < 5 nm offset and
< 40 nm precision at experimentally achievable SNR ratios
of �3.

Discussion

Here we examined in detail an automated tracking program
(MDA), designed to identify and track dynamic microtubule
ends with nanometre precision. Compared to a previous ap-
proach which served as the starting point for developing our
method (Ruhnow et al., 2011), the major advance here is a
largely improved tracking reliability at low SNR. This is a con-
sequence of an improved estimation of the rough microtubule
end position that serves as the start value for the final two-
dimensional fit to the original image data. This overcomes a
limitation of the previous approach and allows now also reli-
able tracking of microtubule ends at SNR < 2 (down to � 1.2).
At higher SNR both methods perform similarly, because they
share the procedure performing the final two-dimensional fit
to the original image data.

We have investigated the performance of our program at
low and high SNR using simulated microtubule data, gener-
ated for a range of experimental parameters representative of
typical TIRF microscopy time lapse movies. Such an approach
was previously demonstrated to be valuable for the study of
the localization precision in single molecule localization mi-
croscopy (Sinko et al., 2014).

For typical experimental conditions with respect to, for ex-
ample, labelling ratio and exposure time that are known to
allow for long-term imaging of dynamic microtubules with-
out artefacts, we find that
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Fig. 7. Localization errors from tracking simulated growing microtubule ends for different labelling ratios, exposure times and pixel sizes. (A) Scatter plot
of individual localization errors from tracking simulated microtubules with different labelling ratios (LR), as indicated. (B) Average axial offset for each
data set in (A). Error bars are associated precision values. (C) Average axial offset for tracked microtubules simulated with different exposure times and
pixel sizes. Error bars are from bootstrapping. (D) Average axial precision for the data sets in (C). Error bars are from bootstrapping. Lines indicate global
fits to the data using Equation 17 in Thompson et al. (2002), where the detected photon number is assumed to be directly proportional to the exposure
time, and an additional EMCCD multiplicative noise factor of 1.4 is included. The optical background and readout noise were determined as 0 and 0.5
respectively from the fit. (E, F) Summary of data from (A)–(D) showing the average axial offset (E) and precision (F), for simulated microtubules: for each
data set the average SNR value has been determined from the first frame of the movie. Error bars are from bootstrapping. The labelling ratio, the exposure
time and the pixel size were 0.2, 200 ms and 120 nm, respectively, when they were not varied. The growth velocity (vg), the end diffusion constant (Dp),
the lateral displacement (σ LD) and the taper length (TL) were kept always constant at 11 nm/s, 271 nm2/s, 150 nm and 96 nm, respectively. A summary
of all results is given in Table S6.
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1. the offset between the simulated and tracked microtubule
end position can be limited to �10 nm or less (approximately
the size of a single tubulin subunit), with an associated preci-
sion in the range of several tens of nanometres,

2. the tracking performance is essentially independent of the
microtubule growth properties, and only depends significantly
on the SNR of the data: specifically, for SNR values above 2 the
localization precision is completely consistent with that of a
static single point emitter (Thompson et al., 2002; Shroff et al.,
2008).

A variety of postprocessing data analyses have been possible
due to the accuracy achievable with this tracking method. Two
recent examples are as follows.

First, analysis of the distribution of the average binding site
regions of microtubule end binding proteins with respect to
the growing end: Once tracked, the microtubule end posi-
tions can be used as a reference for alignment of images of an
associated end binding protein, simultaneously recorded in a
different fluorescence channel. Given the negligible offset er-
ror, many thousands of such images can then be averaged,
greatly increasing the SNR (Maurer et al., 2014).

The localization precision in the average image is the
standard deviation of the sample mean after averaging, thus
proportional to the square root of the quadratic sum of the
tracking precision and the sigma of the PSF in the secondary
fluorescence channel over the square root of the number of

images (S D x ∝
√

σ 2
track + σ 2

PSF/
√

n). Therefore, for typical ex-
perimental conditions giving a tracking precision of�40 nm, a
localization precision of the order of a single subunit can be
achieved in the average image by averaging over approxi-
mately 300 individual images. This can be easily obtained
from just a few movies with several microtubules tracked in
each movie. Using detailed model fitting on the final averaged
images of different end binding proteins, detailed information
can be extracted about the spatial distribution of their binding
sites relative to the microtubule end position (Maurer et al.,
2014).

Second, catastrophe analysis: Dynamic microtubules can
be tracked before and during a catastrophe. By temporally
aligning position traces with respect to an objectively defined
catastrophe time point, the conformational changes in the
microtubule end region can be investigated by observing the
average kinetics of the decay of the amount of a conformational
sensor before catastrophe (Maurer et al., 2012; Maurer et al.,
2014).

In the future, more detailed information with good statistics
on the instantaneous position of the microtubule end dur-
ing growth and shrinkage will be vital for investigations into
the origin of microtubule growth fluctuations (Gardner et al.,
2011). Furthermore, it will be interesting to try to gain infor-
mation on the detailed structure of the end of a microtubule
and to investigate its relationship with the growth properties of
the microtubule (Coombes et al., 2013). We have shown here

that the measurements of taper length in individual images
at low SNR can be highly variable, but accurate alignment
and averaging may allow for more complex models to be com-
pared to an averaged end structure in which case the small-
est resolvable structure will be determined by the number of
frames averaged and the tracking precision for the individual
images. Hence, for these and other investigations, it is essen-
tial to know the expected precision for tracking the ends of
dynamic microtubules in sequences of image with a certain
characteristic SNR.
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Supporting Information
Table S1: Configurable parameters used by the MDA software
in the tracking and analysis pipeline. (A) Basic information
about the data set. (B) Filtering options for microtubule seg-
mentation. (C) Configurable parameters for the image pro-
cessing and the dynamic model used during segmentation.
(D) Options for extracting statistics of intensity data, given the
tracked positions. (E) Models and averaging options for fitting
spatial intensity profiles. (F) Options for temporally aligning
tracks based on common features.
Table S2: Parameter values used for the simulation of growing
microtubules in the absence of noise, as analysed in Figure 6,
and the resulting axial and lateral offset and precision values
obtained after tracking using MDA.

Table S3: Parameters used for the simulated microtubules as
analysed in Figure S2 and the resulting axial and lateral offset
and precision values and their errors obtained after tracking
by MDA.
Table S4: Parameters used for the simulated microtubules as
analysed in Figure S3 A, B and the resulting axial and lateral
offset and precision and σend obtained after tracking using
MDA with a fixed and free end sigma.
Table S5: Parameters used for the simulated microtubules as
analysed in Figure S3 C, D and the resulting axial and lateral
offset and precision and σend values and their errors obtained
after tracking using MDA.
Table S6: Parameter values used for the simulation of growing
microtubules as analysed in Figure 7 and the resulting axial
and lateral offset and precision values and their errors obtained
after tracking using MDA.
Fig. S1: Graphical user interface of the MDA tracking program.
Fig. S2: Localization errors from tracking simulated micro-
tubule ends with different growth characteristics. Axial pre-
cision for simulated microtubules at three SNR values with
different (A) growth velocity (vg), (B) end diffusion (Dp) and
(C) taper length (TL), respectively. Error bars are standard
errors calculated from bootstrapping. (D) Data from (A), (B)
and (C) and Table S3. Errors are standard errors calculated
from bootstrapping. An offset of 0.02 in the SNR has been
added to each point for display of overlapping points. For these
simulations, the labelling ratio was kept at 0.2, the pixel size
was 120 nm and the exposure time was 200 ms. A summary
of all results is given in Table S3.
Fig. S3: Localization errors and σ end from tracking simu-
lated growing microtubule ends for different taper lengths and
SNRs. (A) Axial offset and (B) precision, respectively, for differ-
ent taper lengths (TL) tracked with fixed and free σ end. SNR =
1.71. Differences in axial offset and precision were determined
by paired sample t-test and two-sample F-test respectively; N
= 750; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.0001. A summary
of results is given in Table S4. (C) σ end for tracked micro-
tubules simulated with different taper lengths and SNRs. The-

oretical hyperbola σend =
√

σ 2
PSF + σ 2

PF in black where σ PSF is
the sigma value of the point spread function and σ PF is the
standard deviation of protofilament lengths. (D) Data in (C)
re-plotted against SNR. SNR values offset by 0.03 per TL series
for visualization of overlapping points. Error bars are standard
deviation, n = 750. The labelling ratio, the exposure time and
the pixel size were 0.2, 200 ms and 120 nm, respectively. The
growth velocity, the effective diffusion coefficient and lateral
displacement were 11 nm/s, 271 nm2/s and 150 nm, respec-
tively. A summary of results is given in Table S5.
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